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Special edition

Forest for Cornwall - Trees for Cornish
Towns Project
The Forest for Cornwall Team would like to thank all who have contributed so
far to planting and the progress of the Forest for Cornwall. This newsletter
celebrates one particular strand of the work to date. It is heartening and
humbling to see so many positive contributions to your future Forest.
Laura Jones & The Forest for Cornwall Team
Access to woodlands for our residents is fairly limited, with only 41% living
within 4km from a woodland, so there is a real need for trees within our towns
and villages. So, when the opportunity to plant additional trees for urban areas
arose through the Urban Tree Challenge Fund launched by the Forestry
Commission in 2019, we had no hesitation to participate in the bidding
process.
In preparing the bid we also sought to support those communities where
opportunities are often limited and we know residents may find it more difficult
to access the adjacent coast or countryside, particularly if public transport links
are limited. We set out to increase the amount of quality urban green space
immediately available to our residents (i.e. outside their front door or on their
route to work, or their regular walk). We have seen - and experienced - over the
last year the importance of urban green spaces in improving and maintaining

our wellbeing. The Urban Tree Challenge Fund has enabled the Council to
work with local residents and across various teams within the Council to green
some of our sites and, with others, to expand the really important 'urban forest'.
We are dedicating this special issue of the Forest for Cornwall Newsletter to
those who have supported our efforts, and we have invited all our partners to
contribute to writing it. We hope that you will enjoy the stories, realising the
diversity of our communities and be further inspired to join our efforts to plant
the Forest for Cornwall!
At the end of the day, the main beneficiaries of the Trees for Cornish Towns
project are our local residents and communities living adjacent or near the
planting sites. We would like to encourage you all to cherish the trees and
observe their growth toward an established landmark of your neighbourhood.
Roxana Suciu
The Forest for Cornwall Team
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Reporting back to you
During the 2019/2020 planting season residents from 5 Cornish towns and
villages have noticed 100 new trees planted as part of the Trees for Cornish
Towns project. The sites were:
•

Thanckes Park, Antony Road and Hawthorn Avenue, Torpoint

•

Public open space at Boconnoc Avenue, Callington

•

Land at Sunnyside Parc, Illogan

•

Brea Playing Field, Pool

•

Open space land at the Paddock and Raymond Road Playing Field,
Redruth

The Forest for Cornwall programme financed 6 sites while one site (Thankes
Park) was co-financed by the Forestry Commission's Urban Tree Challenge
Fund. The planting works were delivered by CORMAC and in Callington we ran
a small volunteering community planting event.

Community tree planting in Callington - early 2020

In contrast to Year 1, our activities had to be managed in a totally new
environment - we've been through 2 lockdowns, we had to involve the
communities via on-line tools rather than face to face meetings over the
summer and our plans to have the trees planted with the local communities
have been pushed back by the third lockdown. Despite these challenges, by
the end of February 2021, a further 140 trees have been planted in 7 towns on
9 sites. These were:
•

Berryfields and Wallace Road and Hillside Park in Bodmin

•

Coronation Close, Callington

•

B3266 verge, Valley Truckle, Camelford

•

Public open space at St James View, Indian Queens

•

Culverland Park and Wrey Avenue, Liskeard

•

Trellogan Steps, Newquay

•

Princess May Recreation Ground and Treweath Road from Penzance

Most of our residents who responded to the consultation process were
supportive of the scheme and we were happy to receive messages like the
ones below:

A message from CORMAC
At Cormac, our contribution to the creation of sustainable communities is
extremely important to us.
As part of the service we provide to Cornwall Council, we manage the tree
assets in woodlands, public open spaces, formal parks and gardens, and
countryside sites on council-owned land to maintain the safe use of public
amenities, and to support the many and wide-ranging benefits trees provide. In
doing so, we recognise we have a leading role to play, and that by delivering
key projects we can help Cornwall to create a sustainable future and achieve its
carbon neutral ambitions. Taking practical action to promote biodiversity is what
our environment teams do day in, day out, and, while we have been in the grip
of a winter lockdown they have been busy ensuring they continue to dig in.
Across Cornwall, we have planted a total of 140 trees in seven towns as part of
the Trees for Cornish Towns initiative this planting season. But, our
commitment won’t stop there. We will be returning to ensure they are all
watered, mulched, pruned and very well cared for.

All the trees specified are appropriate to the sites and will benefit both the
climate and the environment in terms of landscape and wildlife value.
Throughout our planting programmes we have seen a big surge in volunteers
wanting to take part. Unfortunately, the restrictions meant we had to suspend
these activities.
In previous years we have improved over 200 public spaces and engaged with
more than 1000 volunteers through our project work. Enabling groups and
individuals to do something positive for their local communities, in an open,
friendly environment, making a connection with nature while gaining practical
hands-on experience is something we can’t wait to resume.
Over the last year, our open spaces have provided refuge for people for
relaxation and wellbeing. We are extremely proud that we have been able to
focus our efforts in urban spaces through this programme and maintain our
service standards, enabling people to get outside and enjoy all the benefits that
access to trees and nature can bring. As we look forward to the onset of
spring, let’s all celebrate our achievements and look forward to planning the
next planting season.
Ann Trevarton
CORMAC Environment Operations Manager

Bodmin
Since taking over the management of the open spaces for Bodmin Town
Council I have tried to encourage a more softer approach to our grass cutting
regimes and to make sure that every year we continue to plant a variety of new
trees or to make sure we replace any trees that require removal due to disease
or safety issues.

Bodmin Town Council has over 800 trees listed in our tree reports. If we do
need to remove larger trees, where possible we will leave sections of that tree
on the ground to continue its important role of providing food and habitat for
invertebrates, birds, fungi etc as it breaks down. All smaller brash is, where
possible, kept on site and used to provide extra habitat/cover or to thicken up
our hedges should they need it.
We have over the last 5 years planted over 100 trees of various species, some
native, some non-native, some for wildlife and some very much for ornamental
purposes and people but all have a purpose and will (hopefully) keep our parks
interesting and healthy long after my time. I see this very much as my duty to
leave the parks and open spaces in good condition, just like my predecessors
who have planted some of the fine mature trees we were lucky enough to have
in Bodmin Town Council’s stewardship. We have planted acers, magnolias,
Indian bean trees, weeping mulberry, swamp cypress. Oak, birch,
Cherries (various) Sweet gums, and probably more than I can remember.
Last year alongside volunteers and with help and funding by the Environment
Agency we planted a brand new orchard in Priory Meadow, this included pears,
plums, apples and green gages and was almost entirely made up of local
species of fruit trees sourced from a local supplier. Planting for this was
completed within a few hours and was a great example of people power!!! If I
achieve nothing else with Bodmin Town Council this will be a very proud
moment for me and something I have been wanting to plant for some time.
In future and if our facilities allow I am hoping to use any pruning’s from these
trees to grow as cuttings, these could be planted around our sites or given to
volunteers, schools, community groups or just residents of the town. Not sure
what to do with all the fruit yet but some of them are cider apples so they could
come in very useful!!

We are planning this winter (in the next week or two) to plant a smaller orchard
at the top of Priory park. This again will be local species of fruit trees, we will
then leave the area underneath the trees to grow up and cut walking paths into
it so people can still have access.
We have also sourced whips, last year from the Woodland Trust. These have
been in pots and we are currently thinking of a location for them. They are
made up of native species and will provide both food and cover. We may plant
them like a small copse at our Kays Crescent site at the Western end of the
town, easy to manage with hopefully good results.
All our trees (big and small) have a yearly tree condition report and we then
work with these recommendations to ensure the long term health and
management of the trees is a good as it can be.
Rich Davies
Estates Manager, Bodmin Town Council

Liskeard
Trees are an integral and tangible link to our natural environment. Not only are
they the lungs of planet earth but welcome friends and landmarks in our
community, helping to define where we live.
We know that we of this generation, have a responsibility to leave the
environment in a better state than that which we inherited. Tree planting can
play an important role in this mission, but this should not just be reserved for
rural villages. Reconnecting and enhancing the natual environment in our towns
and more urban areas is so important. I am so encouraged by the lead that

Cornwall Council is taking with the Trees for Cornish Towns project, through
which I nominated the Culverland Park housing estate in my division as an
ideal site.
Sometimes, even with the most outstanding views on our horizon in Cornwall,
in our busy lives, we can lose sight of our natural world. A link that I think the
planting of new trees can help foster. Culverland Park has, unfortunately, felt a
little unloved at times with issues such as fly tipping and graffiti rearing its head.
It is why I nominated Culverland Park for the Tree for Cornish Towns project. I
hope that with these new natural landmarks, establishing themselves in this
community, the estate will feel far more loved and cherished. Above all else, I
hope it will feel ever more connected as a community of living things and
people.
Nick Craker
Cornwall Councillor
Liskeard North

Newquay
A tribute to Mr Nigel Dawes who has helped us to plant at Trellogan Steps

What can I say about Mr Nigel Dawes? Where do I start? There is so much to
credit his hard work for, that I couldn’t possibly fit it all in this short article. Nigel
was a very special member of our community. He often played down the
importance of his contribution to the community of Newquay. That’s the sort of
chap he was. Nicola Morris (Community Invasive Non-native Species Group)
CINNG, recently described Nigel as ‘’one of life’s very special people’’. I cannot
argue with that. Over the seven years I have known Nigel, I have found him to
be one of the most open-minded individuals I have ever met. The way that
society taught him that green spaces should be perfectly manicured tennis
courts often conflicted with his want to conserve habitats and biodiversity but
his change in perception and new knowledge of how ecosystems worked
changed the way he voluntary managed urban green spaces for the benefit of
nature and the environment. This is testament to the fact that anyone can be a
conservationist if they choose so.

To the community of Newquay, Nigel was like the glue that held the community
groups he volunteers for together and made it possible to network efficiently
between them and local authorities for common cause. Among his roles were
treasurer, secretary and cricket groundkeeper for Newquay Cricket Club,
treasurer and sectary for Treloggan Residents Association, habitat manager for
Towan Blystra Habitats Integration Team and Co-founding director of Agroecological Urban Micro Farming, CIC, a very new project that Nigel is extremely
excited and passionate about for the benefits it will bring local wildlife and
people in need of good quality, clean food. The most treasured time I spent with
my oldest and best of friends was spent creating the ‘Community outdoor
classroom’ area on Treloggan doorstep green, exchanging conversation about
how we were going to put the world right and the work we did together to make
the area the little oasis (as he would describe it) it is today. When I first started
working with Nigel, I would often find him shoulder deep in brambles, reaching
as far as he could, litter pick in hand, grasping at endless numbers of discarded
beer bottles which he recycled or clearing barrow loads of fly-tipped waste or
invasive non-native species that people had kindly spread from outside of their
gardens by dumping into wild areas. Nigel knew the implications these plants
can have on our native ecosystems, so was extremely efficient at managing or
removing them.

The clean ups finished for the day, we would continue with habitat restoration
or creation projects with the end aim of creating a fully functioning, urban

ecosystem that would increase biodiversity onsite and become a valuable area
for local children to engage with nature and the environment. We succeeded in
our task and I am very pleased that the hard work Nigel contributed to has seen
this small community project being the umbrella project that led to bigger
movements for Treloggan with regards to how we manage public green spaces
and how we can join those project areas up to form extensive green corridors
for wildlife to move freely and people to enjoy.
I hope that our new formed relationship with the Forest for Cornwall will allow
our desires to further increase biodiversity for the benefit of people and
environment, will help secure local ecosystems well into the future. Among the
work we achieved in the outdoor education area included restoration of a pond,
so neglected that it took many spades and a digger operator to remove all the
silt and microwaves, supermarket bread trays, scooters, mattresses and
builder’s rubble to name but a few items buried in it.
We knew that the best way to increase biodiversity was to have as many
habitats possible crammed into our ecosystem, each with its very own
microclimate, attracting a vast array of wildlife forms. Together, with the help of
local children and their guardians we created a bog garden, pond side marsh,
partial shade and sun loving wildflower grassland meadows, repaired and
created new hedgerows and have plans to start rebuilding forgotten Cornish
walls, a human engineered habitat in their own right.
The results have been amazing with an initial count of three native pond
animals, now topping 100 and a further 50 or so species of plants. One of the
habitats teams’ passions was demonstrating how native species, largely
forgotten can also be used to make urban green spaces look beautiful when
combined together. Nigel was a keen photographer and had a keen eye for
seeing the detail and beauty not usually noticed by people strolling by and had
a way of communicating this via the community social media pages he also
managed.

Treloggan Doorstep Green pond restoration 2016 to 2021

Treloggan Doorstep Green meadow creation 2016 to 2021

One thing I know that Nigel is extremely proud of the work we have achieved
together as a community and the work we will continue to do, with our new
found relationship with the Forest for Cornwall initiative.

There is no doubt in my mind that the tremendous work that Nigel has
contributed to Treloggan has been instrumental in bringing people together, to
socialise and enjoy the fruits of the biodiversity we have brought to his little
oasis. The community wishes Nigel to rest in peace.
Our thoughts are with Nigel’s relatives who supported him in every voluntary
role he wished to pursue. I miss Nigel very much, but I know, whenever working
on the projects we created together, he will always be remembered in the
beauty of the ecosystem we created together.
For Nigel, your pal,
Tristan

Penzance
Treneere estate and Princess May Recreation Ground often get overlooked for
this kind of thing. So as the local councillor I’m delighted that native British trees
have been planted in safe areas to lift the spirits of people who live here and
those who use the wonderful play facilities and open space at the Rec. It’s a
win win, because the tree planting also helps Cornwall tackle climate
emergency. It’s great to see the Forest for Cornwall come to the heart of
Penzance! My thanks go to all involved, especially the residents for advising in
locations for the trees and welcoming the project.
Councillor Tim Dwelly
Penzance East
Cabinet Member Economy/Planning/Culture

and from Treneere Team Spirit.....

'On behalf of Treneere Team Spirit, we were happy to support the Council with
the public consultation, with the findings showing that the majority of our
residents were in support of the planting on the roundabout at Treweath Road.
We are looking forward to seeing these mature as the years go on and thank
you for the opportunity.'

Princess May Recreation Ground

Treweath Road

Truro Community Tree Planting
In our last Newsletter, we met tree warden Richard Argall, a window cleaner
with a passion for nature, who has planted trees on almost every street he’s
worked over the last 30 years. We were so lucky to have him support our Trees
for Cornish Towns project together with Richard Budge from the Truro City
Parks Department and Dionne Jones - our colleague and enthusiast tree
warden for Truro.
When the site proposed initially for Truro proved to be unsuitable for planting
(due to the presence of underground utilities), this small group of tree lovers
has offered to support us to find a different home for 10 trees. A site change
was not allowed under the Forestry Commission grant agreement, so we took a
different route and we wanted to explore a different implementation model - a
volunteering community project.
We were very fortunate to benefit from the expertise of this group, to prepare a

planting design (see below), to run a consultation process, to help us procure
the trees and even organise the volunteering day works. COVID restrictions
have played against our plans, hence the trees are not yet in the ground; they
are patiently waiting for start of April i.e. the lockdown restriction to be lifted, for
reaching their home-to-be, for many years to come.

Next steps
Encouraged by the positive feedback, we are currently working on our next
steps to bring additional trees into our urban environment. We will be exploring
more community models, looking to work in partnership to deliver more tree
planting schemes and testing different financial models. Watch for more
information in our next Newsletter!

Tell us about your tree planting
Any trees planted in Cornwall since 1st September 2019, anywhere and by
anyone, can count towards the Forest for Cornwall. The Forest for Cornwall
aims to deliver a net gain in canopy cover over and above any replacement of
lost trees.
Please get in touch via the online contact form to let us know about any trees
going in the ground which you are happy to be counted towards the Forest for
Cornwall. The form only takes 1 minute to complete.

Contact us
If you have an enquiry, would like to let us know if you have planted any trees,
would like to help grow the Forest for Cornwall by providing land, trees or
volunteering to help plant trees, or need support for a planting project please get in touch. Please let us know what you are doing or planning to do
to contribute to the Forest for Cornwall. We look forward to hearing from you.

We hope you have found this special edition of our newsletter interesting and
helpful.
Kind regards,

Cornwall Council | Forest for Cornwall
www.cornwall.gov.uk/forestforcornwall
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